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1. Growth of graphene on Rh(111) 

 

 

Fig. S1. 120 × 120 nm2 STM images of 1ML graphene grown by UHV-CVD on Rh(111); 

(a) Only the largest moiré (12 x 12)G is observed in this area; tunnelling parameters, VS 

= -0.3 V, IT = 3.0 nA; inset: typical LEED pattern (E = 67 eV)observed after the sample 

preparation; (b) Another terrace where three different moirés are observed; tunnelling 

parameters, VS = 0.8 V, IT = 3.0 nA. 

 

 

In this section, the two graphene growth methods, UHV-CVD and bulk segregation, are 

illustrated. In both cases, the surfaces have been experimentally characterized by LEED 

and STM measurements. First, following the UHV-CVD method explained in the main 
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text, the graphene forms one monolayer. Fig. S1 shows the results of this preparation 

method; both are large scale STM images where the whole surface was covered with a 

well grown graphene layer. Fig. S1a shows a 120 × 120 nm2 terrace where only the 

common orientation (0 degrees) of the graphene with respect to the Rh(111) has grown 

while in fig. S1b a similar terrace with three different graphene domains is observed. The 

inset of this figure shows the typical LEED pattern obtained through this UHV-CVD 

method. It is mainly visible the orientation of the 0 degree moiré which is consistent with 

the STM results being this rotational orientation the one that covers most part of the 

sample. 

An example of the surfaces obtained with the carbon segregation method is shown in fig. 

S2. As observed in the STM image, the Rh(111) surface is covered by imperfect graphene 

patches in which some areas appear completely distorted. As the surface is not uniformly 

covered by well grown graphene, we discarded this growth method and focused on the 

first one. For this reason, the results shown in this work have been obtained following the 

UHV-CVD method. 

 

 

 

Fig. S2. 73 × 73 nm
2
 STM image of an imperfect graphene patch grown by carbon 

segregation from the bulk on Rh(111); tunnelling parameters, V
S 

= 0.9 V, I
T 

= 1.6 nA. 
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2. Geometric model for the moiré patterns of G on Rh(111).  

 

Merino et al.18 have developed a geometric model that relates the minimum values of the 

mismatch of all the possible superstructures with those experimentally found on graphene 

on Pt(111), Pd(111), Ir(111) and Ni(111). We have applied this simple model for our 

strongly coupled graphene on Rh(111) system.  

 
Fig. S3. Geometric model. (a) Plot of the lattice parameter (L) and the absolute value of 

the mismatch of the possible moirés as a function of the angle between the graphene and 
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the Rh(111) arrays; (b) plot of the lattice parameter as a function of the angle between the 

moiré and the Rh(111). The black and red data have been obtained through the 

geometrical model being the red dots the mismatch minima values. The experimental data 

have been plotted with smaller blue dots. 

 

By varying the crystallographic angle ф between the metal layer and the graphene, this 

program obtains which superperiodicities (L) have the lowest mismatch of the graphene 

with the substrate. Every moiré forms also an angle with the hexagonal lattice of the metal 

named Ω. So, every moiré structure is unequivocally defined by the two angles ф and Ω, 

its periodicity L and its mismatch. The results of these simple calculations are shown in 

fig. S3. Fig. S3a shows the periodicity and its corresponding mismatch as a function of 

every small rotation of the crystallographic angle ф (black line). The red spots are those 

results with a relative mismatch minimum value and the blue dots the experimental data. 

Then, in fig. S3b the same results are also shown in a graph of the moiré periodicity as a 

function of the relative angle between the moiré and the metallic lattice. As one can see, 

the results of these simple calculations are in very good agreement with the 

superstructures found experimentally. 
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3. Apparent corrugation of graphene on Rh(111) in STM experiments.  
 

 
Fig. S4. Study of the (12x12)

G
 moiré experimental corrugation variation with the bias 

voltage. There is no dependency of the apparent corrugation with the voltage. 

 

 

A detailed study of the experimental apparent corrugation of the moiré patterns was 

carried out during this work. In order to see the variations of topographic images with the 

bias voltage (V), first the (12x12)G moiré was examined. Fig. S4 shows a plot, extracted 

from a large set of STM images, displaying the corrugation of this moiré as a function of 

V. There is no clear evidence of any dependency of the apparent corrugation with the 

voltage. The very slight variation of these values from 60 to 85 pm may be explained 

as due to different tip apex terminations on different experiments. 

Then, also a study of the different moiré superstructures measured at different voltage 

ranges is shown in fig. S5. It is shown for four different ranges in four different colors, 

how the increasing trend of the apparent corrugation with the moiré lattice parameter is 

preserved independently of the voltage range. 
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Fig. S5. Study of the moiré experimental corrugation variation with the bias voltage. 

Different moirés with different lattice parameters are plotted for four voltage ranges. No 

relevant dependency of the apparent corrugation with the voltage is observed. The 

apparent corrugation trend with the moiré lattice parameter is preserved in the four ranges.  
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Fig. S6. G/Rh(111) moiré pattern ball-and-stick models of the four unit cells used in DFT 

simulations: (a) (12x12)G, or moiré 0 according to the notation in the main text, (b) 

[(√91x√91)-R27.0°]G, moiré 8, (c) [(√43x√43)-R7.6°]G or moiré 14 and (d) (5x5)G or 

moiré 16. C atoms are shown in red and Rh atoms in gray except in the top views where 

the atoms in the uppermost layer of Rh are shown in black. 

 

4. G/Rh moiré patterns used in the DFT simulations 

 

4.1 Computational details. 

We have simulated four of the seventeen moiré patterns found in the STM experiments 

on the G/Rh(111) system. The ball-and-stick models of the unit cells used in the 

simulations are shown in fig. S6. In all of the cases, we have represented the metal by a 

four-layer rhodium slab. Atoms belonging to the two bottom layers were kept fixed while 

all of the rest were allowed to relax to find their equilibrium positions until forces upon 

atoms were less than 0.01 eV/A. Our C-C equilibrium distance for a free-standing 

graphene was 1.4248 Å and the reticular parameter obtained for rhodium 3.7729 Å. We 

have used Γ-centered Monkhorst-Pack grids32, 42 to sample the reciprocal space according 

to the size of the unit cell (see table S1). Tersoff-Hamann images and NEGF STM profiles 

are calculated with finer reciprocal space grids (table S1). 

 
MOIRÉ k-points (relax.) k-points (STM) Rh atoms C atoms Side Length (Å) 

0 Gamma 7×7×1 484 288 29.66 / 29.56 

8 2×2×1 7×7×1 304 182 23.50 / 23.42 

14 2×2×1 11×11×1 144 86 16.17 / 16.12 

16 5×5×1 15×15×1 84 50 12.35 / 12. 31 

 

Table S1: Input data for the DFT simulations of the four moiré patterns: Monkhorst-Pack 

grids used in atomic relaxations and STM calculations, total number of Rh and C atoms 

per cell, and the two side lengths (the length of one of the unit cell vectors) corresponding 

to the two criteria used to build the unit cells (see text).  
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4.2 Construction of the moiré patterns: experimental strains vs experimental lattice 

parameters. 

In our simulations we have to set the size of the unit cell in order to mimic the 

commensurate relation between the graphene and rhodium individual cells. In the 

experiments, it is assumed that rhodium keeps unaltered while graphene is strained to 

avoid the mismatch. Since experimental lattice parameters are very close to those 

obtained in DFT simulations, a reasonable choice would be to take directly these values. 

We named this choice as experimental lengths. However, the slight difference between 

experimental and theoretical lattice parameters leads to inappropriate values of the strain 

in the graphene sheet. As the strain induced in the graphene is playing a role in the layer 

corrugation we decided to fit the length of the unit cells to directly reproduce the 

experimental value of the G-strain. This criterion, named as experimental strains, is the 

one we have used as reference in this work. The structures used for the STM calculations 

(and characterized in Table S2) and the energy contributions in Table 2 in the main text 

correspond to this criterion. 

 

In order to ensure that our conclusions do not depend on this choice, we have carried out 

the simulations with both criteria. This study offers also the possibility to further study 

the influence of strain on the corrugation values, as the only difference that results from 

the application of these criteria is the side length, the length of one of the lattice vectors 

defining the unit cell. The values of the side length are included in the last column of table 

S1, where the first value corresponds to experimental strains criterion and the second one 

to experimental lengths.  

 

MOIRÉ zav σz zmin zmax CG CRh Strain 

 (Å) (%) 

0 2.49 0.39 1.94 3.15 1.21 0.16 0.15 

8 2.50 0.39 1.96 3.22 1.26 0.14 -0.16 

14 2.49 0.35 2.07 3.14 1.07 0.11 -0.04 

16 2.39 0.30 2.01 2.94 0.92 0.14 0.13 

 

Table S2: Structural parameters (in Å) from the DFT simulations (using the experimental 

strains). zav, zmin and zmax are the average, the minimum and maximum heights of the 

graphene with respect the Rh(111) surface and σz is the standard deviation of the C atoms 

heights. Notice that zmin and zav are the adsorption distance and the average adsorption 

distance. CG and CRh are the corrugations of graphene and the uppermost layer of the 

Rh(111) surface respectively.  
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Table S2 shows structural parameters obtained after the atomic relaxation of the four 

moiré patterns simulated using the experimental strains. zav is the average C height with 

respect to the Rh(111) surface. Its value is the same, ~2.5 Å, for the three largest moiré 

patterns and lower, ~2.4 Å, for the smallest moiré. This tendency is also found in the 

standard deviation. However, results do not show any tendency with the system size for 

the lowest C heights, zmin. Regarding the C atoms placed on the highest positions, they 

are closer to the surface for the moiré 16, while the maximum value is found in moiré 8. 

This is reflected on the G layer corrugation that grows from moiré 16 to moiré 8 and 

slightly decays for the largest moiré (0). As we have pointed out, the Rh surface stays 

almost unperturbed, showing no significant corrugation in the uppermost layer (CRh ≈ 0.2 

Å). The strain induced in the graphene layer is shown in the last column of the table. All 

values are very low (less than 0.2%), with both positive (stretching) and negative 

(compressive) character that does not seem to be correlated with system size. Although 

the system size and the G-Rh interaction are the most relevant parameters defining the 

final corrugation we will show below that the strain is also playing a role on the buckling 

of the G. 

 

MOIRÉ zav σz zmin zmax CG CRh Strain 

 (Å) (%) 

0 2.52 0.41 1.93 3.18 1.24 0.16 -0.19 

8 2.55 0.41 1.95 3.27 1.32 0.14 -0.50 

14 2.51 0.37 2.05 3.19 1.14 0.11 -0.38 

16 2.41 0.31 2.01 2.97 0.97 0.15 -0.21 

 

Table S3. Structural parameters (in Å) from the DFT simulations (using the experimental 

lengths): zav, zmin and zmax are the average, the minimum and maximum heights of the 

graphene with respect to the Rh(111) surface. σz is the standard deviation of the C atoms 

heights. Notice that zmin and zav are the adsorption distance and the average adsorption 

distances. CG and CRh are the corrugations of graphene and the uppermost layer of 

Rh(111) surface respectively.  

 

The experimental lengths criterion yields unit cells larger than those provided by the 

experimental strains, i.e., the graphene is stretched with respect to the calculations shown 

above (see the different strains for the same moiré patterns on tables S2 and S3). On table 

S3 we show the structural parameters obtained with simulations using the experimental 

lengths criterion. The corrugation of the G layer shows the same behaviour with system 

size explained above but the values are always slightly larger. This is due to the fact that 
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compressive strains promote the corrugation of the graphene sheet while stretching causes 

the contrary effect. Apart from this, we have not found relevant differences between the 

two sets of data and the general tendencies are the same. 

 

We have analyzed the stability of the moiré patterns on G/Rh(111) calculating the energy 

balance between interaction and deformation energies. We define the adsorption energy, 

Ead, as the difference between the energy of the whole system and the energy of ground 

state of the isolated subsystems, both graphene and rhodium. The interaction energy, Eint, 

just measures the energy yielded directly by the G-Rh coupling, i.e. it does not take into 

account the energies needed to distort graphene and rhodium, which we define as the 

deformation energies, ΔE(G) and ΔE(Rh). So according to this, interaction and adsorption 

energies are related as follows: Ead = Eint + ΔE(G) + ΔE(Rh). Notice that deformation 

energies ΔE have two terms ΔE = Estrain + Ecor. The first term is related with the change 

in the reticular parameter, i.e. the strain energy, and the second one represents the energy 

needed to corrugate the G layer or the Rh(111) surface.  

 

Energy (meV/C atom) moiré 0 moiré 8 moiré 14 moiré 16 

Ead -137 -109 -134 -140 

ΔE(G) (Estrain, Ecor) 17 (<1, 17) 19 (<1, 19) 25 (<1, 25) 40 (<1, 40) 

ΔE(Rh) (Estrain, Ecor) 19 (15, 4) 20 (15, 5) 19 (15, 4) 22 (15, 7) 

Eint -173 -147 -178 -202 

 

Table S4. Some important energies of the DFT simulations using the experimental 

lengths criterion: ΔE(G) and ΔE(Rh) are the energies needed to corrugate (Ecor) and 

stretch or compress (Estrain) the G sheet and the Rh surface respectively, Ead is the 

difference in energies between the whole system and the clean and isolated subsystems, 

G and Rh, and Eint is the interaction energy between the metal and the graphene sheet 

calculated as the difference between the whole system and the distorted subsystems. 

 

In the main text, we have shown (Table 2) and discussed the results yielded by the 

simulations with the experimental strains. On table S4 we present the results calculated 

with the experimental lengths. As expected, Rh deformation energies are smaller than 

those calculated with the experimental strains and, again, do not show important 

variations with system size. The values of the deformation energies of G and the 

interaction energy are also very similar with both criteria, leading to the same behaviour 

in the adsorption energy. Thus, our conclusions regarding the structure and stability of 
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the different moirés and the variation with system size are robust and do not depend on 

the criteria used to build the moiré patterns.  

 

Finally, in order to learn more about the influence of strain in corrugation we have also 

analyzed in detail the behaviour of moiré 8 carrying out extra calculations. In our 

simulations, no matter the criterion used, this moiré pattern always shows the maximum 

compressive strain (-0.50% / -0.16% with the experimental strains/lengths criterion) and 

yields the highest G corrugation, 1.32 Å / 1.26 Å respectively. These results already 

indicate a reduction of the corrugation induced by a stretching strain. We have stretched 

the layer even further and found, for a strain of +0.08% -closer to the strain of moiré 0 

with the experimental strain criterion-, that the corrugation is reduced to 1.21 Å, just the 

same of moiré 0 with +0.15% strain. This analysis confirms that the G corrugation is 

already saturated with respect to the system size for the lengths corresponding to the 

moiré 8 and that the variations observed are related to the character of the strain 

(compressive/stretching) induced on the G layer.  
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Fig. S7. Tersoff-Hamann images of the moiré 16 for Vs = -1 V and different values of 

constant LDOS isosurfaces of 1.56 × 10-6 Å-3 (a), 6.25 × 10-6 Å-3 (b) and 1.25 × 10-5 Å-3 

(c). Each image is presented with height profiles along the red path in the image (d-f). 

Notice how bright zones correspond with high regions of the moiré patterns with C atoms 

on hollow positions while dark zones correspond to low regions with C atoms on top 

positions. The inset in (c) shows a ball-and-stick model of graphene and the uppermost 

Rh(111) layer. 

 

5. Apparent corrugation of graphene on Rh(111) in STM simulations 

 

We have calculated theoretical STM images using the Tersoff-Hamann approximation35 

of the moiré patterns of the G/Rh system. As an illustrative example we show in fig. S7 

(a-c) the Tersoff-Hamann images obtained with VASP by integration of the LDOS in the 

same energy window of -1 eV used in the NEGF calculations discussed in the main text, 

and treated with the WSXM software,41 of the (5×5)G moiré pattern for different 

isosurface values, corresponding to a constant integrated LDOS of 1.56 × 10-6 Å-3, 6.25 

× 10-6 Å-3 and 12.5 × 10-6 Å-3. On fig. S7d-f we show the line profiles along the red path 

displayed in Fig. S7a-c. The apparent corrugations increase from 70 to 90 pm with the 

isosurface value. They are a little bit smaller than the geometrical value, 92 pm, obtained 

with DFT and still far from the apparent corrugation measured on the STM experiments, 

30 pm for this moiré. In order to compare the apparent corrugation calculated with this 

technique with the experimental one we have chosen an isosurface value of 1.56 × 10-6 

Å-3 (Fig. S7a and d), one of the smaller values in which atomic resolution is found in the 
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highest parts of the moiré pattern but not on the dark zones, similar to the situation in the 

experimental data. If we move to even lower isosurface values, the apparent corrugation 

can decrease down to ~50 pm but the atomic resolution is completely lost. In Fig. S8 we 

compare the apparent corrugation obtained with the Tersoff-Hamann approximation 

(green pentagons) as a function of the system size with the geometric G buckling (red 

circles) and the experimental measurements (black squares). The Tersoff-Hamann 

apparent corrugation is always slightly smaller than the real deformation and much larger 

than the experimental one.  

 

 

Fig. S8. Comparison between the corrugation values obtained in DFT simulations (red 

circles) with the STM apparent corrugation. The apparent corrugation values obtained 

with Tersoff-Hamann approximation (green pentagons) are lower than the geometric 

values but still far from the experimental measurements (black squares). However, when 

NEGF formalism is used there is a clear agreement between theoretical and experimental 

data. Apparent corrugations with the tunnelling current calculated between the tip and 

only the carbons atoms in the graphene (pink down triangles) and between the tip and the 

graphene and the first Rh layer (blue up triangles) are shown. 

 

 

Since Tersoff-Hamann approximation fails to describe this strong-interacting system we 

employ a formalism based on Non-Equilibrium Green’s Functions (NEGF)25 to calculate 

the tunnelling current. With this technique the electronic current between each atom of 

the tip model and the sample is accurately calculated. In this case we simulated the tip 

with a single metal atom with a dz2-orbital, apex successfully used in previous works on 

G on Pt.11,36 Results, tunnelling to both G and the first Rh layer, are shown in Fig. S8 

(blue up triangles). Now the agreement with the experiment is excellent. We can study 
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the effect of the metal on the apparent corrugation allowing the current on the STM 

simulation to go only through the G layer (pink down triangles). In this case, the 

corrugation is slightly larger but still close to the experimental values. The reduction of 

the STM apparent corrugation with respect to the geometrical values mainly comes from 

the spatial distribution of the tip-surface current which is well described using the NEGF 

formalism but not with the Tersoff-Hamann approach. In carbon based materials, not only 

the surface atom closer to the outermost tip apex atoms contribute significantly to the tip-

sample current28. Neighboring carbons also carry significant electronic currents so the 

curvature of the layers will be always reduced in the STM images. Therefore, the nearly 

linear growth of the STM apparent corrugation with the system size found for the 

graphene on Rh is a result of both the increase of the real geometric buckling and the 

reduction of the average curvature of the G layer with the moiré pattern length. 
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